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Abstract. Knowledge interface systems (KIS) enable a dialogue between human and 

machines by utilizing an underlying knowledge-based system. The design and the ef-

fects of KIS have been a focus of researchers’ interest for decades. Yet the existing 

knowledge of KIS is scattered, and researchers as well as practitioners face the danger 

of re-inventing KIS for a specific purpose or, worse, repeating mistakes of the past. 

This conceptual paper provides an overview of KIS capabilities and outcomes of their 

usage from the past to the present and proposes directions for future research. Our 

analysis shows that, in general, there is evolution of work on KIS over time, rather than 

revolution. This research will enable researchers to identify their contribution more 

clearly over and above what has been done before.  

Keywords: knowledge interface system, knowledge-based system, human-com-

puter interaction, user interface 

1 Introduction 

Advances in technology mean an increase in the sophistication of interactions between 

human and machines. Greater intelligence in even simple tools such as email means 

that the tool can give targeted advice by pointing out missing steps in a process. Ad-

vances with ‘big data’ mean huge volumes of information are available to inform hu-

man decision making. Yet this information can be overwhelming without appropriate 

presentation and interpretation – a significant challenge to decision makers [1]. Thus, 

there is the need for an effective knowledge interface system (KIS) that enables a 

knowledge dialogue between human and machines. KIS have been developed and stud-

ied since the earliest days of knowledge-based systems (KBS) albeit under a variety of 

labels. They have been referred to as help or assistance facilities, explanations, recom-

mendations, advice, nudges, data representations, dashboards, visualization, and guid-

ance. The term KIS is compatible with the conceptualization of the “user interface” in 

early KBS such as decision support systems (DSS) (see [2]). Sprague and Watson [3] 

suggest that the user interface is the most important component of a KBS, because much 

of the power, flexibility and ease-of-use characteristics of KBS derive from this com-

ponent. The ongoing importance of KIS is demonstrated by the example of advanced 

data visualization – the ability to present complex data in informative and aesthetically 
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pleasing ways both quickly and clearly [4]. Businesses that make effective use of big 

data and visualization benefit, with research showing that data-driven businesses are 

six percent more profitable and five percent more productive than their competitors [5]. 

Pirolli [6], however, points out that we have limited understanding of how people nav-

igate through the graphics in data visualization. Thus, there is a need for continuing 

research on KIS. 

Despite the importance of KIS, the related research remains scattered and we believe 

the potential for integrating design-related knowledge across different forms of KIS has 

not been sufficiently realized. New forms of KIS are being developed without the ben-

efit of lessons learned from the past or from the design of other members of the same 

system families. Furthermore, KIS appear in a primary role as a core element of the 

user interface and a secondary role in the form of an assistance function. Clarification 

of these two roles is necessary as otherwise researchers working with the secondary 

role may not realize that the design principles they employ may have commonalities 

with KIS in the primary role. This shortcoming should be of interest to members of the 

design science research (DSR) community engaged with new forms of KIS. Thus, the 

aims of the paper are to: (i) argue that KIS should be recognized as a special class of 

systems so that commonalities in design can be realized and leveraged, (ii) present some 

of the important lessons learned surrounding the design and use of KIS, and (iii) create 

an awareness for KIS design in the DSR community.  

The paper has theoretical significance in that it represents an initial step in integrat-

ing design knowledge, past and present, for an important class of systems. The need for 

a cumulative tradition in theorizing in Information Systems has long been recognized 

[7]. Here we show how design knowledge and theory can be accumulated around a 

class of systems, identified by a common overarching purpose – in this case enabling 

knowledge interaction between a computer system and a human user. The establish-

ment of an integrated body of knowledge means that researchers will be better able to 

demonstrate how they make a new contribution to knowledge. An integrated knowledge 

also means a better base for developers of KIS in research and practice.  

The scope of the paper is restricted in that we are looking at human-computer inter-

actions – not human-to-human communication as may occur in knowledge sharing 

communities. In addition, the focus of this paper is on the human’s interaction with the 

knowledge and the design of this interaction, from a behavioral and technological per-

spective, and not the creation of the knowledge in the underlying KBS. Finally, it must 

be recognized that due to space limitations this paper identifies only a limited number 

of key themes relating to KIS. A full synthesis requires a longer treatment.  

2 Knowledge Interface Systems 

KIS are a form of human-computer interaction (HCI), a field that has a long history and 

well-developed and useful bodies of knowledge (e.g. see [8, 9]). KIS are a special case 

of HCI, however, in that they are concerned with the transmission of knowledge rather 

than simple data input and output. The knowledge on the machine side is generated by 

a KBS, such as a DSS, an expert system (XPS), a geographic information system, or a 
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big data analytics application. In general, KBS capture, represent, and apply knowledge 

in different contexts [10]. KBS can involve a variety of intelligent capabilities, such as 

data mining, language processing, or sentiment analysis. KIS are distinguishable from 

the underlying KBS that generate knowledge – the KIS is a layer on top of the KBS. 

KIS can give varying forms of advice to the user to encourage different outcomes. A 

recommendation agent could give suggestions such as: “Your recommendations are 

books by Austen, Elliot, and Hardy”. A more sophisticated KIS could include an expla-

nation function that gives the reasons for the recommendations: for example, other cus-

tomers who buy the same books as you also buy books of these authors. This additional 

explanation has been shown to increase trust in the recommendation agent and enrich 

user experiences [11].  

Note that KIS are not used only with systems whose primary aim is decision support 

or knowledge transfer. The KIS can also join a secondary knowledge base to a general 

application system, where the user is engaged with a task and the KIS assists with the 

task accomplishment. An example could be the processing of emails and the KIS makes 

a suggestion about how the task could be better performed: e.g. “Did you mean to in-

clude an attachment in your email?” Thus we distinguish two roles for KIS: primary 

and secondary (assistance) (see [12]). In the secondary role, KIS assist users in the 

usage of many forms of application systems, such as ERP, CRM, or groupware. In both 

cases the characteristics of the users should be considered. Figure 1 illustrates these two 

roles and they are discussed further below.  

 
Fig. 1. Different Roles for Knowledge Interface Systems 

3 Past, Present and Future: Revolution or Evolution of KIS?  

It is of interest to see how past research on KIS compares with more recent research. 

Has there been a revolution in KIS or a steadier evolution? Is there some design 

knowledge or theory that has become well established in a cumulative tradition?  What 

can we infer for the future? 

For purposes of analysis, we compare how KIS were treated in the “past” (approx. 

before the year 2000) with research in the present (approx. since 2000). The choice of 

this point of time is somewhat arbitrary, but it represents something of a turning point 

in that new Web technologies and interfaces became increasingly available from this 

point. Further, we can locate textbooks and review articles that give an overview of 

knowledge concerning KIS at approximately that point (e.g. [2, 13, 14]).  

Our aim is to overview some of the important knowledge that was built up around 

KIS in these periods, in terms of their design and the outcomes that resulted from their 
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use. We use four dimensions for the comparison of KIS design knowledge: function 

(including content), presentation, provision mechanism, and context/user model. These 

dimensions are derived from previous work on explanation facilities [13] and intelligent 

assistance [14]. The dimensions are independent and each requires separate design de-

cisions. For example, when considering an explanation capability, a core function could 

be a rule trace, presented in a textual format, user-invoked and adaptive to the user type 

(novice or expert). Similarly, in designing a visual analytic capability in a Business 

Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A) systems context, the designer can consider what 

functions to include (e.g. what parts of a data to display), how to display the data (e.g. 

3D), what interactive mechanisms to allow (e.g. focus & context), and whether to track 

where the user’s attention is mostly focused and then use these observations to adapt 

visualization algorithms (see [15]). Table 1 provides an overview of KIS capabilities 

and outcomes of their use for the “past” and the “present” along the four dimensions 

introduced above. Further observations on the systems in use in the two periods follows. 

Table 1.  Overview of KIS Research Past and Present 

Design dimen-

sion of the KIS 

capability 

KIS in past 

 (before 2000) 

KIS in present 

 (since 2000) 

Function Basic explanations provided to 

improve performance, learning, 

persuasion, trust, and ac-

ceptance of advice [13]. Help 

functions used a repository of 

task knowledge to assist users in 

task performance [12]. 

Extensions to use with recommen-

dation agents that build trust [11]; 

affective KIS to create emotions 

such as enjoyment [16, 17], for ex-

ample, by gamification, or persua-

sion mechanisms  [18, 19]; extrac-

tion of explanations from neural 

networks for legal compliance [20]. 

Presentation Usage of various presentation 

formats such as natural lan-

guage (text-based) and multi-

media (graphics, images, ani-

mations, and voice) formats 

[13]. 

More extensive use of graphics 

(e.g. in process modelling) [21], vir-

tual reality (e.g. in form of avatars) 

[22]; visual analytics [15, 23]; and 

voice as input and output (e.g. Siri) 

[24, 25]. 

Provision 

Mechanism 

Provision of explanations either 

automatically or manually 

adapted to the user context [13]. 

Provision of explanations that are 

intelligently adapted to users and 

their usage context [26]. 

User Model User model derived based on 

user characteristics (e.g. de-

mographics) or simple track-

ing/logging mechanisms [2]. 

User model derived based on sensor 

data, e.g. use of physiological and 

“emotional” monitoring [27]. 

 

For analysis of the “past”, we considered KIS primarily in three types of KBS that 

were prominent before 2000: XPS, DSS, and intelligent assistance (help) systems.  
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Expert systems (XPS) were first developed in the 1970s and can solve problems 

that ordinarily require human expertise [28]. Turban and Aronson [2] state that an XPS 

should contain a “user interface”, a component for “friendly, problem-oriented commu-

nication between the user and the computer… Sometimes it is supplemented by menus, 

electronic forms and graphics”. The XPS will usually also contain an “explanation sub-

system”, which can explain the reasoning behind a conclusion. Gregor and Benbasat 

[13] propose that the design of an explanation sub-system should be considered in terms 

of the (i) content type – type of explanation function, (ii) the explanations presentation 

format – text-based and multimedia, and (iii) the provision mechanism describing how 

the explanations are invoked – either by the user or the system.  

Decision support systems (DSS) serve the central purpose of supporting and im-

proving human decision making [2]. The DSS architecture should include a “user in-

terface (dialogue) subsystem” that includes the capabilities for a natural language dia-

logue and interactions between the user and other DSS components, presentation of 

data in various formats including graphics, and help and diagnostic support [2].  

Intelligent assistance systems facilitate both the accomplishment of a task by a user 

who does not know how to do it and aid users’ learning processes so that their perfor-

mance is improved in their primary task with the system [14]. Delisle and Moulin [14] 

consider that the KIS for an intelligent assistance system could include: (i) a user model, 

which keeps track of what the user is doing and what the user knows and does not know; 

(ii) a natural language interface; and also potentially (iii) an explanation facility. It can 

be seen from the above that there is overlap between the capabilities that each of the 

three types of KBS could possess. DSS and XPS can have help functions and intelligent 

assistance systems can include explanation facilities.  

For the “present”, we considered newer forms of KBS growing in importance since 

2000 in addition to extensions to older KBS and use of new technologies: for example, 

KBS based on large amounts of structured and unstructured data such as BI&A as well 

as recommender systems.  

Business intelligence and analytics (BI&A) and the related field of big data ana-

lytics cover data-related problems to solve contemporary business problems. Since the 

early 2000s, BI&A emerged as a class of KIS that aims to analyze huge amounts of 

data, implementing mechanisms such as web intelligence, web analytics, and user-gen-

erated content through Web 2.0-based social and crowd-sourcing system. Thus, BI&A 

evolved to enable analysis of not only structured, but also unstructured content [23]. A 

challenge of modern BI&A systems is the visualization of the data and thus, is also an 

issue that should be addressed by an appropriate design of the KIS.  

Recommender systems aim at assisting users in their decision making based on the 

previously collected and aggregated data from other humans [29]. The underlying 

knowledge base is used to support users, but also created by investigating the users. 

Thus, research addressing KIS in the context of recommender systems focuses on the 

one hand on providing the actual recommendation to the user, and on the other hand, 

the discovery, aggregation, and collection of data for the knowledge base.  

What can we conclude for the future based on the comparison between the past and 

the present? If the trends for KIS observed in recent times compared with earlier times 

continue, then we should expect the following: (i) new forms of KIS arising to match 
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new forms of KBS, as observable with big data analytics; (ii) more functions included 

in KIS capabilities, such as emotion elicitation and gamification; (iii) growth in KIS for 

intelligence assistance in a secondary role following from what has occurred with rec-

ommendation agents in e-commerce and process guidance in enterprise systems; (iv) 

many opportunities for new and innovative KIS/KBS in a secondary role as an intelli-

gent assistant; (v) new forms of provision mechanisms as interaction technologies de-

velop; (vi) a maturing of user modelling and tracking techniques and more integration 

to mainstream usage; and (vii) hopefully, attention paid to design principles that have 

been shown to be sound over almost six decades, such as the efficacy of explanation 

functions in many different types of KIS. 

There are many opportunities for designers. A designer can develop novel ideas by 

considering work done with KIS in sum and utilizing different options in combination: 

for functions, presentation, provision mechanism and user modelling.  

4 Summary 

This paper presents an overview of research addressing KIS from the past to the present. 

We perceive KIS as an important class of systems for users interacting with knowledge-

based systems in particular, in addition to many application systems more generally. 

The existing body of knowledge contains much important design knowledge for KIS, 

but a common consideration of this knowledge is missing. Research on KIS design is 

scattered and researchers as well as practitioners face the danger of re-inventing KIS 

for a specific purpose or, worse, repeating the mistakes of previous researchers. An 

example of lack of consideration of existing KIS knowledge is the work on developing 

explanations for neural networks [20] which ignores prior work on explanations in dif-

ferent KBS. Pu and Chen [30] research explanation interfaces for recommender sys-

tems, but ignore important prior work on explanations (e.g. [13]) and other work on 

explanations in recommender systems (e.g. [11]).  

To address this problem, our paper provides an overview of KIS design capabilities 

from the past to the present and proposes possible future research directions for KIS. 

Our analysis shows that in general there is an evolution of work on KIS over time, 

rather than a revolution. For example, the importance of justification explanations in 

KIS has continued to be demonstrated [11, 13]. Our work will enable researchers to 

identify their contribution more clearly over and above what has been done before. Im-

portantly, we clarify the architecture of KIS in relation to KBS in general, and distin-

guish between the primary and secondary roles for KIS.  

This paper presents an early stage of our research on KIS and has some limitations 

that should be taken into account. The overview of KIS research is selective and we do 

not claim exhaustiveness. Rather, we aim to raise interest in this interesting and im-

portant research field and give a baseline for future research and theorizing. Neverthe-

less, the analysis covers more than 40 years of research on KIS and indicates the bene-

fits of treating KIS as an important class of systems. This work is a first step towards a 

comprehensive review of research in KIS that will serve as a base for theorizing around 
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this important class of system. In subsequent work we will provide both more breadth 

and depth to conceptualization and analysis 
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